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Abstract - A literature search can be an arduous process,
especially for novice researchers. We have developed a
tool that allows a researcher to rank order a list of
references that are returned by a keyword-based search
engine, based on similarity to known exemplars. This
significantly accelerates literature searches by novices.
Our research question was: can we produce a textanalytic tool that, when used by an inexperienced
scholar, rank-orders a list of references against an
exemplar, so that the time needed to find relevant
literature is reduced, and the literature survey section of
their paper will be superior. An experiment was set up
where one course section used the tool to produce the
literature review section of a thesis proposal, and the
other class used traditional literature research tools. We
surveyed both sections to self-report the time used for the
literature search. We found some time savings by some
of the students using the tool. We also provided blind,
randomly selected pairs of completed proposals to SME
faculty who teach that same class to assess the quality of
the literature sections of the samples. We found that the
tool-using section of students reported significantly less
time to do the literature search, and the quality of their
literature review produced had a significantly higher
quality.
Index Terms - Literature search, keywords, novice
researcher, STEM, text-data mining, literature review

reviewing and selecting relevant references from the list is a
tedious and time-consuming task. It can be potentially very
frustrating if many of the references returned by the search
engine do not appear very relevant. For a novice researcher,
it may even be bewildering and frustrating.
The results of studies of research processes [1] [2]
[3] show that search experience affected searchers’ use of
many search tactics, and they suggest that subject knowledge
became a factor only after searchers have had a certain
amount of search and subject matter experience. The
RightReference tool presented in this paper builds on this
premise by improving the search tactics of novices.
Our goal was to develop a smart-search system that
ranks orders research references, previously found using
keywords with library and online search engines, and score
them against a group of relevant references. One approach to
finding research-relevant references is to start by using a
search engine such as that found through most university
library systems or public ones such as Google Scholar and
do a first pass search with keywords. Then the researcher
reads and judges which of the returned items is most
appropriate to the research question. The researcher might
go through the first ten to twenty such references collecting
those that appear adequate to their search. Of those that
appear useful, they might even ask the search engine to give
us similar articles, and then they branch out in various
directions looking for additional appropriate references.
What we asked was: is there a machine, a text-analytic tool,
that imitates this activity and shortens the process [4]?

INTRODUCTION

THE SOLUTION

Review of the pertinent literature is an essential task in
research. It can be an arduous task for any researcher who is
investigating an unfamiliar field. It is particularly difficult
for novice university students who need to conduct research
for research papers, thesis, or dissertations for the first time,
especially in areas in which they are not well-versed. The
search process for relevant literature can seem a daunting
task. The tools commonly used in the search for relevant
literature are provided by traditional repositories of reference
materials: university libraries. More recently, online search
engines have been harnessed for that purpose (e.g., Google
Scholar.) Generally, given a set of keywords, these tools
retrieve a list of relevant scholarly works and leave it up to
the researcher to choose from the list which are the most
relevant ones to their purpose. The subsequent process of

We developed a literature search enhancing tool,
RightReference, that scores the references returned by
library or other online search engines for relevancy to the
research problem being studied. The researcher enters a
verbose statement of the research problem into a search
engine, such as Google Scholar, or use the traditional
keyword search in a library search engine, and collect a list
of references. These are returned ranked in some order of
relevancy as dictated by the search engine algorithm. The
search engine algorithm is not easy to modify or to even
know what methodology is used to rank the references.
The researcher then scans the ranked list and identifies a
minimal set of exemplars (3-4) and their associated abstracts
that are most applicable to the research problem. The tool is
then directed to use these identified exemplar abstracts to

score all other papers in the returned list using a text data
mining similarity scoring algorithm. Using the similarity
score the list of returned references is rank ordered into
those more likely to be useful and investigated further, and
those less likely to be useful and should be ignored. The
researcher now has a quickly sorted list based on his
judgment of fit to the search to use for the literature review.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers that are pursuing the automation of the research
process [5] break it down into five identifiable phases, each
to be automated via different approaches. The first task
involved the exploration phase, including developing
research questions, conducting a literature review, and
developing theory. Johnson and colleagues [5] see the
automation of literature searches to be of great benefit and as
a first fruitful step. The automation of a literature search
could reduce the time spent on tasks by researchers and
could save time for the scholar to focus on steps that are
harder to automate and more essential, such as theory
building. It could also ensure that literature reviews are more
comprehensive than those developed by human researchers.
The authors [5] urge software developers to prioritize
automating this task, which could reduce the cost of
conducting research, and that they should work to make
these technologies accessible and user-friendly to
researchers in all disciplines.
Searching within the full text of documents has
been a standard process on the Web. With the advent of text
data mining, much progress has been made on how to the
search well. Full-text search of science articles is often
offered on a small subset of articles by publishing groups
(e.g., Nature, Science, Highwire, Science Direct). Recently
Google Scholar has begun offering search over the full text
of journal articles, but with no special consideration for the
needs of scientists [6]. One approach undertaken by The
National Institute of Health with a tool named SAPHIRE
uses similarity scoring of a user’s search phrase to the
frequency of similar individual phrases within the search
targets documents to categorize and rank the targets [7]. Our
approach is similar, except we undertake the simpler task of
whole text similarity scoring as the basis for analysis. It
returns a less refined search and allows the researcher to
provide the additional step of assessing appropriateness to
the search string and provides quicker results.
In this article, we present RightReference, a
Python-based application that allows novice researchers to
search over abstracts of the results of a Google Scholar
search, ranking, and the references by similarity to selected
exemplars. This idea is based on the observation, noted by
our own group of researchers, as well as many others [8] [2]
[3], that when reading research literature, researchers tend
to start by looking at the title, abstract, date, source and
citation index for relevancy and recency. They sort the
references into highly relevant and those that can safely be
ignored.

The RightReference tool addresses some of the
major problems encountered by novice researchers [9]: (1)
overall process was extremely time-consuming; and (2)
difficult to identify precisely the conditions under which a
study would be of importance for the search. In a study of
how to teach novices success in conducting literature
searches, Lavallee [10] found that eight distinct steps are
needed to be taught to novices. The RightReference tool
supports expedited execution of Lavellee’s fourth and fifth
steps: (4) the selection process: to define inclusion and
exclusion criteria (5) evaluating the strength of the evidence:
to define what makes a high-quality paper. RightReference
not only returns a sorted reference list by importance to the
search subject but also evidence of reference quality
(citation number weighted by similarity score as a quality
proxy).
Another innovative approach [11] purports to
maximize both the number of documents retrieved and the
ratio of relevant to non-relevant documents (signal to noise
ratio) during a literature search. The researcher in this case
uses a test query to retrieve a relative sample of documents
from a database, classifying the retrieved documents as
relevant or not relevant, finding text element (phrase)
frequencies and text element co-occurrences in at least the
relevant documents, grouping the extracted text elements
into thematic categories, and then using the thematic
grouping and phrase frequency data to develop new queries
and query terms.
Most semantic processing of web search results is
intended for information extraction. The unstructured
retrieved text is processed by some data mining algorithm to
extract features that are used for classification of the
document for further processing. Our contention is that a
simple classification based on TF-IDF similarity scores is
sufficient to improve the literature search process for the
novice user. A novice researcher who needs to complete a
term paper or even a master’s thesis needs a basic assist in
the search process when using a search engine.
RESEARCH QUESTION
Can a software search tool be built that improves the
literature search process for novice researchers that (a)
reduces the time needed to find relevant literature; and (b)
produces high-quality literature search results leading to
improved literature reviews in research activities?
Hypothesis
Relating to the primary objective of this research to test the
efficacy of a literature search tool that improves the process
of finding relevant literature for a literature review for
research purposes by a novice two hypothesis were
proposed:
Hypothesis 1: Using a text data mining literature search
tool that ranks orders returned searches by search engines

reduces the time a novice researcher uses to create a
literature review section of a research project.

1.
2.

Hypothesis 2:
Using such a literature search tool
significantly improves the quality of the literature review
section of a research project created by a novice researcher
as judged by subject matter experts.

3.
4.

METHODS
5.
The Tool
A software tool was developed in Python based on earlier
work [12] on the use of text data mining for document
comparisons. We had a number of text data mining
techniques available to us, and as in the earlier work, we
used Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF–
IDF). TF-IDF is a process that converts documents into a
numeric matrix. The idea of TF-IDF scoring is that when a
word appears more often in a document than in others, this
word represents more important information to this
document. The way TF-IDF converts documents into a
matrix involves two calculations. TF refers to term
frequency where IDF refers to Inverse Document Frequency.
TF is defined as the number of times a term appears
in a document, divided by the total number of terms in the
document. Therefore, the greater the TF means that the more
important the word is in that document. On the other hand,
IDF measures how common a term is among all documents
as the formula shown below, where n is the number of
documents in the corpus, and DF means how many
documents the word “I” appears at least once [13].
After transforming the exemplar paper abstract and
abstracts of the other returned references as text data into a
latent space of lower dimensionality, the next step is to
determine the similarity between the exemplar and each
reference in the list. Each reference abstract is converted to a
query vector in the same two-dimensional semantic space
that we chose to perform the SVD for the abstract text data
matrix [14]. Then the cosine similarity is computed to
measure the distance between a given query (the exemplar
text) and the reference's abstract vector [15].
An extracurricular Python coding contest was
offered to students in the program to develop the tool (also
as a way to develop their Python coding skills). The students
were challenged to scrape the data from the results of the
search engine set of references returned from a query. They
then created and provided to the researcher a database of
references to choose the exemplar(s). Their algorithm,
implemented in Python, further ranked the references
returned by a search engine using TD-IDF. The coding
contest submissions were judged by a team of senior
students, program alumni, and faculty. The winning entry
became the search tool used in this experiment. The tool
performs the following tasks:

6.

7.

Ingest verbose research problem statement or a set
of keywords as text data.
Run a Google Scholar search on the problem
statement and keywords.
Ingest the metadata of the first 500 papers and enter
them into a dataset, including the abstracts as a
separate field, and the Google search rank order.
Ingest the resulting dataset of paper abstracts parse
it into a TF-IDF representation.
Present to the researcher a subset of documents
returned by the search engine and create a corpus
(from the first 500 papers abstracts) and allow a
researcher to select 1- 5 documents and label them
the exemplars. The subset would represent a group
of references with a common strategic intent: the
literature supporting a research problem.
Run a classification algorithm and implementation
program that estimates whether a reference matches
a set of exemplar references (TF-IDF for this
experiment).
Return a list of the top 50 references (from the list
of 500 and not including the exemplars) rankordered by similarity score to the exemplars. The
list should be a complete reference in APA format,
including the text of abstract material for each
reference.

The Experiment
For the purposes of this experiment, the population consisted
of university graduate students who are novice researchers
tasked for the first time in their graduate studies to conduct a
literature review for a proposal for original research. Their
research efforts require the creation of new knowledge. Our
intervention was to train a group of students (tool-using
course section) in the use of the search tool and require its
use, while a similar group as control (non-tool course
section) did not use the tool. The two sections were ignorant
of each other’s activities.
For the preliminary experiment, our sample were
students in the two sections of a graduate course in Research
Process and Methods. They attended the course in the same
semester. Each section had 15 students. We controlled for
possible discrepancies in how they were taught and subject
matter coverage by using the same syllabus and the same
faculty for both sections. Both sections were conducted as
14-week, one meeting per week, graduate classes. Students
in both sections were tested for prerequisite subject matter
knowledge using a RAIKS assessment (Rapid Assessment of
Individual Knowledge and Skills) [16]. No significant
differences in their basic prerequisite knowledge were
found.
A Need for Cognition assessment [17] was also
administered to both groups as a baseline comparison of the
two sections, and was used as an indicator of their desire to
do research. This level-set their capacity to undertake a
research activity. We used the shorter six-item NCG survey

[18]. No significant differences were found between the
intervention and control groups (tool-using section score
n=15, M=22.1, SD= 3.1, non-tool section score n=15, M=
22.6, SD=3.5 , p =.71, α=.05).
The tool-using group was taught how to install and
use the search tool as part of the class presentations on how
to conduct a literature search. Both groups were given
exactly the same assignment dealing with literature reviews
and the same amount of time to complete the assignment.
All students turned in acceptable (B or better and on-time)
deliverables, which eventually were folded into the final
course deliverable, which was a proposal for original
research. Both sections were taught by the same experienced
faculty member who had taught the class previously.
A survey of both sections was conducted after the
literature review assignment was completed to determine
how long it took the students to complete the assignment.
Both sections were asked what their impression of their
experience was in creating the literature review, and the
length of time it took them to complete the assignment. The
tool-using section was asked additional questions on their
experience in the use of the tool
We measured the quality of the literature review by
engaging faculty subject matter experts to judge the results.
The final deliverable, the research proposal, is intended as
the basis for the program's final capstone class, the research
thesis. The thirty research proposals from both sections were
assigned random numbers and anonymized by replacing
student's names with their assigned random numbers.
Fifteen faculty from the program were engaged to review a
pair of papers, randomly selected, one from the tool-using
section, and one for the control section. These faculty all
teach this particular course as well as other capstone courses
based on this proposal. A thorough literature survey a
requirement in the research proposal, as well as in the final
capstone work. These faculty are subject matter experts in
evaluating research proposals and literature reviews. They
were tasked with returning which of the two research
proposals, in their opinion, had a better literature review. To
form that opinion, they were asked to base it on which of the
two papers had: (a) most appropriate references to the
research question; (b) a better summary of the reference's
appropriateness to the research question and student's theory
of the case; (c) more appropriate to the background of the
proposed research question. We engaged 15 such faculty
SMEs and had 100% participation in the experiment.
RESULTS
In our preliminary measurements, we found no statistically
significant difference (tool-using section n=15, M=5.35
hours, SD=.63, non-tool section n=15, M=5.43 hours,
SD=.63, p=.468, α=.05) in the time it took the tool and the
control sections to perform the literature review. Therefore,
we had to accept the null hypothesis. One of the reasons for
this negative result is that students reported that the tool took

a long time to install (in some cases, up to half the time
needed to create the literature review). This may account for
the finding of no significant difference. In half the cases,
tool using students reported finding the tool to be very useful
in narrowing down their search and making it easier to find
appropriate references. Figure 1 shows a definite skew to the
shorter time frames for the tool-using section. Tool-using
students who took an excessive time (more than eight hours)
to complete the assignment also reported difficulties with
installing the tool and the awkward tool interface.
Descriptive Statistics of the References

FIGURE 1
REDUCTION IN TIME TO COMPLETE THE LITERATURE REVIEW FOR TOOLUSING STUDENTS VS. NO TOOL USE, SHOWING A REDUCTION IN TIME TO
COMPLETE AFTER ACCOUNTING FOR INSTALLATION PROBLEMS.

The characteristics of the 30 research proposals
were analyzed to see if the tool made a significant difference
in the number as well as the quality of the references
collected. Although the average number of references by use
or non-use of tool was quite different (tool-using proposals
had an average of 23 references vs. non-tool which had 20
references, an 8% difference, see Figure 2A), the difference
is not statistically significant (n=15, tool-using M=22.8,
SD=2.5, non-tool n=15, M=19.4, SD=2.6, p=.36, a=.05).
Using the percent of peer-reviewed references was used as
the metric of reference quality, an increase in quality was
also observed for the tool-using versus non-tool proposals.
For the proposals where the tool was used, 68% of the
references were peer-reviewed, where the proposals where
the tool was not used 54% references were peer-reviewed, a
14% difference, see Figure 2B. Again, a large difference but
not statistically significant (n=15, tool-using M=.683,
SD=.096, n=15, non-tool M=.57, SD=.053, p=.187, a=.05)
probably due to the small sample size.

DISCUSSION

FIGURE 2
TOOL-USING VS. NON-TOOL SECTION RESEARCH PROPOSALS
CHARACTERISTICS SHOWING: (A) AVERAGE NUMBER OF REFERENCES AND
(B) PERCENT OF THOSE REFERENCES THAT WERE PEER-REVIEWED SHOWING
IMPROVEMENTS WHEN USING THE SEARCH TOOL.IN TIME TO COMPLETE THE
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR TOOL-USING STUDENTS VS.

Measures of Reference Quality
Fifteen faculty were engaged in reviewing the resulting
research proposals and the corresponding literature surveys.
The tool-using section literature student surveys received
25% more positive reviews than the non-tool section. Figure
3 shows the results for the 15 pairs of papers reviewed.
There is a significant difference (c2=3.75, p=.001, a=.05)
between the tool-using section papers and the non-tool
section papers.

The results of this experiment are an imperfect indication of
the usefulness of the tool. Clearly, the students struggled
with the installation at first, which has caused us to engage
developers to streamline the installation and improve the
user interface. Unfortunately, the improved interface was not
available until the end of the semester and could not be used
in these experiments. In this second version, we added a
more informative ranking, the citation index and an
"importance" index composed of citation index multiplied
by the similarity score. For a novice researcher, this becomes
an imperfect indicator of the relative importance of the
references.
We have shown that a simple text analytic tool may
be built that improves the literature search process for novice
researchers. It significantly reduces the time for a literature
search, supporting alternative hypothesis 1. It also allows the
novice researcher to produce a better literature survey for
their research papers as attested by the SME faculty
reviewers, supporting our alternative hypothesis 2, but the
results do not allow us to reject the null hypothesis.
Additionally, 15% of the students in the tool section
had positive mentions of the search tool in their end-ofcourse student evaluations. It is not conclusive evidence but,
given how little information students share in these
evaluations, it was deemed significant.
LIMITATIONS
The tool, as it now exists, needs a better interface.
RightReference requires the researcher to install Python on
their computer, then run a loading program to make sure all
the proper Python add-on functions are loaded, and then run
the code as a Python script. It is not a tool to be used by
people unfamiliar with Python. Students with a facility for
technology and eager to be familiar with a popular program
such as Python embrace the opportunity. A better user
interface will be needed to make it more widely available.
That is the intention of future work. It requires rewriting the
program in a different language that has better interface
capabilities, especially one that allows the creation of
executable code. Another alternative is to host the tool on a
Haruko server and provide a browser interface. That would
make the program more user-friendly, and it is being
contemplated as an extension of this work.

FIGURE 3
TOOL-USING VS. NON-TOOL SECTION REVIEWS BY SME FACULTY THAT, IN
THEIR OPINION, SHOW QUALITY IMPROVEMENT WHEN USING THE SEARCH
TOOL.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a simple text analytic tool may be built
that improves the literature search process for novice
researchers. It significantly reduces the time for a literature
search. It also allows the novice researcher to produce a
better literature survey for their research papers as attested

by the review of SME faculty reviewers. We will continue to
improve this search tool and actively use it in our teaching.
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